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QUESTION: 53 

What is an application delivery pipelines? 

 

 

A. it is a prescriptive water-STRUM-fall development approach for building 

applications rapidly. 

B. it is a tool that deploys applications multiply web services. 

C. It is a technique to assemble application web services. 

D. it is an integrated set of tools to define, develop, build and test code, and achieve 

continuous integration delivery. 

 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION: 54 

Which statement is true about the benefits of using patterns in cloud services? 

 

 

A. Workloads running on public clouds are billed at the same rate across multiple cloud 

providers. 

B. When software is deployed as a pattern, virtual machines are automatically 

transformed into Docker containers. 

C. Routine tasks are automated through simplified life cycle management and reducing 

the cost of maintenance and support. 

D. Patterns alleviate the need to incur software incense charges.  

 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION: 55 

In the scope of Internet of Things (IOT), which statement is true regarding edge 

services? 

 

 

A. Edge services are components that sense or measure certain characteristics of the real 

world and transfers them into a digital representation. 

B. Edge services allow provisioning decisions to be delayed until data volume, velocity 

and related processing requirements are better understood. 

C. Edge services manage IoT devices residing outside of the customers premises. 

D. Edge services allow data to flow safety from the Internet into the data analytics 

processing system hosted on either the cloud provider or in the enterprise. 

 

 



Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION: 56 

Which IT methodology does IBM incorporate into its service management approach to 

cloud"? 

 

 

A. ITIL 

B. Open Unified Process 

C. Six Sigma 

D. CMMI  

 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION: 57 

Which three IBM Spectrum Storage family offerings provide Software Defined Storage 

(SDS) data plane capability? 

 

 

A. IBM Spectrum Accelerate 

B. IBM Spectrum Protect 

C. IBM Spectrum Control 

D. IBM Spectrum Scale 

E. IBM Spectrum Virtualize 

F. IBM Spectrum Optimize  

 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION: 58 

Which architectural artifact captures information related to reliability, performance, 

scalability and security? 

 

 

A. functional requirements 

B. use cases 

C. non-functional requirements 

D. system context diagram  

 

 

Answer: C 



QUESTION: 59 

Which statement is true about mobile business applications? 

 

 

A. Mobile business application provide operational analytics. 

B. Mobile business application provide foundational capabilities. 

C. Mobile business application provide additional mobile functionality not provided by 

Mobile Backend. 

D. Mobile business application provide Service management.  

 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION: 60 

Which Initiative demonstrates that the organization need to participate in an API 

economy? 

 

 

A. a driving cold-chain logistics 

B. instituting a big data analytics program 

C. establishing a continuous delivery pipeline 

D. building an ecosystem of partners and vendors  

 

 

Answer: B 
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